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Byrne and de Roos (2017): Learning to coordinate

In 2001, the Western Australia’s state government introduced a price
transparency regulation. What does it do?

I Next day’s price must be announced before 2pm
I This price is valid for 24hrs (from 6am)

First-order effect of the regulation: Mis-pricing is very costly (24hrs
delays)!

Market: Perth’s gasoline retail market
I Integrated retailers: BP, Caltex, Mobil, and Shell
I Grocery store chains: Coles and Woolworths
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Time-series: Price Cycles

Prices and costs in 2011 The collapse of
across 4 australian cities cycle lenghts in Perth

Note: Red = Perth (other cities are not price regulated).

Prior to 2010, prices and profits margins were more unstable in Perth
than in other cities.
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Key features of the price adjustment strategy

Starting in 2010, firms coordinated on the following pricing rule:
1 Thursday price jump
2 Daily price cuts by 2 cpl
3 Cycle length = 7 days

The size of price increase is determined by expected margins at the
bottom of the cycle:

pt+7 = pt − 12 ≥ E (ct+7)

Implications for profits: Prices change every day, but profit margins
are determined by the Thursday price.

Coordination problem: How to determine the Thursday price given
the constraints imposed by the price-posting regulation?
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Pricing cycles with and without leadership

The strategy was implemented gradually, with BP taking a price leadership
role

I Sequential-move period: BP (largest network) “jumps” first on
Wednesday (give up market share), and rivals price match on Thursday

I Simultaneous-move period: All major chains “jump” simultaneously
on Thursday to re-start the cycle
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Transition period (1): BP gradually decreasing its share of
stations moving first on Wednesday
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Transition period (2): BP periodically experiments with
Thursday price jumps (signals to rivals)
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Simultaneous equilibrium: Coordination Problems on
Thursday Prices

Takeaway: The role of the first-mover is important to provide
stability and information on the collusive price.
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Implication for consumers?
Demand and Pricing Cycles in Perth

Period: 2003-2004 Period: 2013-2014

Within-week cycle ≈ Price discrimination device between informed
and uninformed consumers (e.g. Airline tickets)

This also implies that it is very costly to move first in this market
(25% of sales on Wednesday!)
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Conduct in differentiated product markets

Consider a market with n differentiated products:

sj = Dj(pj , p−j)

where sj is the market-share of j (including outside good).

Profit maximization leads to the following FOC:

Dj(pj , p−j) +
∑
k

θjk
∂Dk(pk , p−k)

∂pj
(pk − ck) = 0

Conduct: θjk measures the portion of profits generated from product
k that is internalized by product j .

Examples: Bertrand-Nash equilibrium
I Individual products firms: θjj = 1, and θjk = 0 for all k 6= j .
I Multi products firms: θjk = for all k owned by the same firm as j (zero

otherwise).
I Monopoly: θjk = 1 for all j and k .
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Identifying Industry Conduct

The previous FOC leads to the following supply relation (in matrix
form):

p = c + Σs

Markup are determined by: Σ = − [∆ ·Θ]−1, a n × n matrix with
(j , k) element, [

Σ−1
]
jk

= θjk ·
∂Dk

∂pj

Clearly, even if we assume a constant marginal-cost function, Θ
contains too many parameters to be identified in practice (Nevo,
1998).

The literature has therefore split into two branches:
I Structural approach: Which conduct assumption best describes the

data? And more recently, estimation of a parametrized version of the
conduct matrix Θ.

I Reduced-form approach: What is the impact of “exogenous”
conduct changes on prices?
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Early Example: The 1955 price war in the US auto market
Source: Bresnahan, JIE, 1987

Research question: Is the 1955 increase in production explained by
a deviation from collusion?
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Quality Ladder Model

J vertical differentiated products: xJ > xJ−1 > ... > x2 > x1 > x0.

Indirect utility given marginal utility for quality vi :

U(xj , vi ,Y ) =

{
vixj + Y − Pj If j 6= 0

vix0 + Y − E If j = 0

Distribution assumption: vi ∼ U(0,Vmax) with density δ.

Market shares:

sj = Dj(pj , p−j) =


1
δ

(
Vmax − PJ−PJ−1

xJ−xJ−1

)
If j = J,

1
δ

(
Pj+1−Pj

xj+1−xj −
Pj−Pj−1

xj−xj−1

)
If 1 ≥ j < J,

1
δ

(
P1−E
x1−x0

)
If j = 0.

Constant marginal cost function: mc(x) and mc ′(x) > 0.
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Firm conduct assumptions

Individual product Bertrand-Nash:

si + (Pi −mc(xi ))
∂Di

∂Pi
= 0

Multi-product Bertrand-Nash:

si +

j=i+1∑
j=i−1

θij(Pj −mc(xj))
∂Dj

∂Pi
= 0

Where θij = 1 if products i and j are produced by the same firm

Collusion:

si +

j=i+1∑
j=i−1

(Pj −mc(xj))
∂Dj

∂Pi
= 0
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Identification in Figure

If the marginal cost function is monotonically increasing in quality, prices
should be increasing in quality independently of the presence of closed
substitutes (under collusion).

If firms are competing, prices should also be function of the presence of
close substitutes.
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Testing for Collusion in Practice

Empirical model:
I Deterministic quality and marginal cost functions:

xi =
√
β0 + β′zi

mc(x) = µexp(x)

where zi is vector of car characteristics.
I Measurement errors:

pi = p∗i (x |H, θ) + εpi

qi = q∗i (x |H, θ) + εqi

where (εpi , ε
q
i ) ∼ N(0,Σ).

I Likelihood function:

L(P,Q|Z , θ,H) =
∑
i

ln f (pi − p∗i , qi − q∗i |Σ)

Non-nested hypothesis test: Likelihood ratio of H0 and H1,
evaluated under H0 (Cox statistic).
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Result: Bertrand-Nash cannot be rejected in 1955
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Incorporating Unobservable Attributes

The Bresnahan (1987) approach ignores the possibility that quality
and/or cost include unobserved attributes.

Berry (1994) and Berry et al. (1995) (BLP) proposes an econometric
model to incorporate both sources of unobserved heterogeneity
within the model.

Mixed-logit demand system:

sj = Dj(δ, x) =

∫
exp (δj + µ(ηi , xj))

1 +
∑

k exp (δk + µ(ηi , xk))
dF (ηi )

where M is the market size, and µ(ηi , xj) =
∑

l σlηixj ,l is the
consumer of type ηi ’s taste for the characteristics of product j .

Notation:
I Average value: δj = xjβx − βppj + ξj
I Marginal cost: mcj = wjγw + γssj + ωj
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Estimation

There are broadly three approaches to quantify market power in this
framework:

1 Estimate θ and γ jointly under a conduct assumption (i.e. Θ)
2 Estimate θ first, and test the validity of a particular conduct model

among a menu of models.
3 Estimate θ first, and Θ and γ together (after imposing functional form

restrictions)

Berry et al. (1995) is an example of the first category, and Nevo
(2001) is an example of the second.

I I will focus only on the second approach, and assume that we can
consistently estimate demand without a conduct assumption.

Ciliberto and Williams (Rand, 2014), Weinberg and Miller (ECMA,
2016), and Sullivan (wp, 2016) are examples of the third approach.
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Menu Approach

Identifying assumption in market t:

E (ωjt |xt ,wt) = 0

From this conditional independence assumption we can form
non-linear moment restrictions that are valid under the true conduct
model:

E [(pjt − Σm
t st − wjtγw − γssjt) · zjt ] = 0 Iff m = 0

E [(pjt − Σm
t st − wjtγw − γssjt) · zjt ] 6= 0 Iff m 6= 0

where Σ0
t st = −

[
∆0

t ·Θ0
t

]−1
st is the true vector of profit margins

(unknown).
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Example: Profit margins in the cereal market
Nevo, ECMA, 2001.

Accounting marginal cost and profits Predicted profit margins

Conclusion: Accounting marginal-cost estimates imply that the
Bertand-Nash assumption cannot be rejected against the “perfect”
collusion.

Nevo’s approach is not formally testing a particular conduct
assumption.
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Formally testing alternative conduct assumptions

Assume that the demand function can be consistently estimated:
I Known substitution patterns ∆ = {∂Dj/∂pk}j=1,...,J,k=1,...,J

Alternative conduct assumptions (i.e. different matrix Θ), lead to
different supply relations (in vector form):

pt = wtγw + γsst + Σtst + ωt

where Σt = [∆t ·Θ]−1.

Let m indexes the different conduct models.

If zjt is a vector of valid instruments, the validity of a particular
conduct model m can be evaluated from the moment restrictions:

ḡm =
1

N

∑
jt

ω̂m
jt · zjt

where ω̂m
jt = pjt − wt γ̂w − γ̂sst − Σm

t
−1st is the model residual under

model m.
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Example: Testing for alternative vertical pricing models
Villas-Boas, Restud, 2007.

Conclusion: Double marginalization models are (weakly) rejected against
non-linear pricing models with zero upstream (or downstream) margins.
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Example: Testing for resale-price maintenance
Bonnet et Dubois, RJE, 2010

Rivers-Vuong test: Difference between two over-identification tests is
(asymptotically) normally distributed.

Conclusion: The resale-price maintenance assumption cannot be rejected
against all double-marginalization models.
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Example: Testing for coordinated effects across firms
Miller and Weinberg, working paper, 2015

While estimating Θ is very
daunting, it is in principle
feasible to test wether two
firms are (partially) colluding.

Miller and Weinberg consider
the following conduct matrix:

θjk =

{
1 If Fj = Fk

κ If Fj 6= Fk

κ is the degree of coordination

See also Ciliberto and Williams
(Rand, 2014) for a related test
of the multi-market contact
hypothesis.

Application: Competition between
Miller/Coors and Anheuser-Busch Inbev
(ABI).
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What is a good instrument?

The previous examples suggest that we can compare alternative
conduct models by testing the validity of moment restrictions:

E (ω0
jt · zjt) = 0

In ongoing work with Amit Gandhi, we ask the two related questions:
I What is a relevant restriction to identify the right conduct model?
I How can we test alternative conduct assumptions without relying a

particular FOC?

Formally, the identification of the supply relation can be seen as a
non-linear IV regression problem:

pjt = wjtγw + γssjt + π0
jt + ω0

jt

where π0
t =

[
∆0

t ·Θ0
t

]−1
st is the “true” profit margin vector in

market t.

Alternative models lead to different “marginal-cost” regressions:

pjt − πmjt = wjtγw + γssjt + ωm
jt
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Two Observations

1 For a given model m, πmjt is correlated with ω0
jt . OLS estimation of

the following price regression is not valid:

pjt = wjtγw + γssjt + bπ0
jt + ω0

jt

That is, b̂ols 6= 1 at the true model.
2 A relevant IV is one that can explain the dispersion of true profit

margins within a market (i.e. markup shifter).
I If Θm 6= Θ0 is a candidate model, the cost regression can be written as:

pjt − πm
jt = wjtγw + γssjt + ωm

jt

where the residual is: ωm
jt = π0

jt − πm
jt + ω0

jt .
I A good IV must reject the moment restrictions at the wrong conduct

models, and not-reject the moment restrictions at the true model
I That is, zjt must be correlated with margin differences: π0

jt − πm
jt .
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Illustration: Back to Bresnahan (1987)’s picture

If θ0 = coll., πcomp.
jt − π0

jt is correlated with the degree of product
differentiation across products owned by G and F (i.e. residual demand
rotation for Ford).

Proposed IV: Distribution of characteristic differences between products
owned by the same firm, and products owned by competitors products.

Weak IV: Aggregate market attributes will fail to explain margin differences
across products, and will not be able to identify the correct conduct model.
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Alternative approach: Direct estimation
Gandhi and Houde (ongoing)

The supply relation is an unknown function of the known distribution
of substitution patterns (∆) and the unknown “coalitions” of
products (Θ):

pjt = MCjt + πj(∆t ,Θt)

In practice the equilibrium markup function does not have to satisfy a
specific FOC. For instance,

I In Canada, gasoline stations usually set prices using 1 cents/liter
intervals (i.e. 1c/l ≈ 20% of profit margins).

I Clark and Houde (2012): Stations were colluding on a uniform price
(i.e. between 20 and 80 stations)

I Miller and Weinberg (2015): ABI and Miller/Coors increase prices by
identical magnitudes post-merger.

An alternative to the FOC approach is to approximate the supply
relation using estimates of the elasticity of substitutions and
known/suspected coalitions.
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An Illustration: New car market

With the demand estimates, we can compute the degree of
substitution between products using diversion-ratios:

DRj ,k =
∂Dk/∂pj
−∂Dj/∂pj

The relative isolation of product j is,

Cj(r) =
r∑

k=1

DRj ,(k)

where DRj ,(k) is the kth largest diversion-ratio.

Competition vs Collusion:

ln pjt = Wjtγ + λ1 lnCF
jt (r) + λ2 lnC−Fjt (r) + ωjt

where C−Fjt (r) and CF
jt (r) measures the relative isolation of j relative

to products in and out of network F .
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Are car makers internalizing substitution patterns?

(1) (2) (3) (4)
OLS OLS IV IV

C−F (1) -0.18a -0.09a

(0.01) (0.02)
CF (1) 0.0004 0.008

(0.003) (0.00863)
C−F (10) -0.22a -0.11a

(0.02) (0.03)
CF (10) 0.001 0.005

(0.003) (0.009)

R2 0.926 0.928 0.922 0.923

Instrumental variables:

CF (r): Histogram of characteristics differences, and sum of local
competitor characteristics (i.e. Zjt)

C−F (r): Average distance between products owned by the same firm
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Reduced-Form Approach

The structural approach has been criticized for its reliance on
parametric assumptions (e.g. mixed-logit) and strict equilibrium
assumptions (e.g. Bertrand-Nash).

I See Angrist and Pischke (2010) for a discussion.

An alternative approach is to rely on plausibly exogenous changes in
conduct, to test wether or not firms exert market-power.

I Difference-in-Difference: What is the effect of a conduct change on
the price of treated markets, relative to prices in control markets.

Examples of quasi-experiments related to industry conduct:
I Vertical merger in gasoline markets: Hastings (2004), Houde (2012)
I Horizontal mergers: Ashenfelter, Hosken, and Weinberg (2015), Miller

and Weinberg (2016), Allen, Clark and Houde (2014)
I Price fixing inquiry: Clark and Houde (2014)
I Many others...
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A Primer on Treatment Effect Estimation

In economics, we are often interested in estimating the average effect
of a discrete policy change (Di ):

α = E (Yi |Di = 1)− E (Yi |Di = 0)

Main challenge: Treatment is not randomly assigned to individuals

E (Yi |Di = 1)− E (Yi |Di = 0) = E (Y1i |Di = 1)− E (Y0i |Di = 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Avg. treatment effect on treated

+E (Y0i |Di = 1)− E (Y0i |Di = 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Selection bias

where Yji is the outcome of individual i with treatment j = 0, 1.

Useful references:
I Fabien Waldinger’s notes:

www.fabianwaldinger.com/applied-econometrics
I Chris Taber’s notes: www.ssc.wisc.edu/∼ctaber/706/diffdiff.pdf
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A Primer on Treatment Effect Estimation (continued)

To fix ideas, consider the following regression model:

Yi = xib + αDi + ei

In general we have three ways of dealing with this problem:
I Conduct field/lab experiments that satisfy the random assignment

assumption
I Instrumental variables: E (ei |xi , zi ,Di = 1) = E (ei |xi , zi ,Di = 0) = 0

and corr(zi ,Di ) is large.
I “Fixed-effect” methods: E (ei |xi , µi ,Di = 1) = E (ei |xi , µi ,Di = 0) = 0

The later approach consists of assuming that the treatment is
randomly assigned conditional on individuals/markets with similar
characteristics.

Examples of fixed-effect approaches:
I Propensity score matching (or weighted regression)
I Difference-in-difference
I Regression discontinuity
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A Primer on Treatment Effect Estimation (continued)

Diff-in-Diff: Standard linear fixed-effect regression
I Three-way panel: Individuals (i), groups (s), and time (t)
I Treatment indicator: Dist = 1(s ∈ Treatment group)× 1(t > Ts)

Regression line:

Yist = µs + γt + αDist + xistb + eist

Let G denotes the number of groups (s), and T the number periods.

Assumption: Parallel trends and time-invariant group differences

E (Yist |s, t) = µs + γt

and

E (eist |xist , µs , γt ,Dist = 1) = E (eist |xist , µs , γt ,Dist = 0) = 0
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Limitations of Diff-in-Diff

The main identifying assumptions (pre-trend) is difficult to test
I The best thing to do is to report differences in pre-treatment trends

across the two groups (imperfect).

Estimation of the treatment effect often relies on a small number of
policy change

I Identification of α is at the group level (s) not at the individual level.
I Standard-errors must be clustered at the group level to reflect this fact
I Often G is very small: ↓ the precision of the estimates, and ↑

sensitivity to outliers.

The “common-trend” assumption has important economic
implications:

I The parameter γt is used to predict what would have happened to
individuals in the treatment group, absent of the policy change.

I A “good” control group is a set of individuals affected in the same way
by aggregated shocks, but are not directly affected by the treatment.

I Challenge in IO: Firms in the same market can be affected by Dt , and
firms outside of the market might not be good controls γt 6= γ′t .
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Mergers as Quasi-Experiments
Hastings, AER, 2004

Question: What is the impact of vertical integration (VI) on gasoline
prices?

“Model-free” answers:
I Cross-sectional comparison: Price differences between VI and non-VI

stations.
I Time-series comparison: Price changes before/after a vertical merger.

Simultaneity problems: Both estimates are biased due to the
endogeneity of vertical contracts

I VI contracts are not randomly assigned
I The timing of mergers is correlated with aggregate shocks

Solution: We need to find a group of control products or markets.

Control group requirements:
I Plausibly unaffected by the observed change in conduct (e.g. merger),
I Share the common market features, in order to control for aggregate

shocks correlated with the change in conduct.
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Difference-in-Difference Regression

Differentiation assumption: Stations located more than d̄ miles
away from each other face zero cross-elasticity of substitution.

Implication: The price effect of a vertical merger is localized around
the location of stations experiencing a change in vertical contract.

I Case study: Acquisition of Trifty stations (independent) by ARCO
(vertically integrated).

Notation:
I pjt is the price posted at station j in period t
I Dj = 1 is station j is located within d̄ miles of a “treated” station
I Tt = 1 in post-merger period

Diff-in-Diff regression:

pjt = µj + τt + λTt × Dj + ujt

where λ measures the average treatment effect of the merger on
stations located near a Trifty station.
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Estimation Results

Key result: Competing with
an independently operated
station reduce prices by 5
cents/gallon.

Coordinated effects: With
resale-price maintenance,
integrated networks internalize
cannibalization effects.

Quality effects: The rebranding
of independent stations
increases WTP.
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Merger Retrospective as a Validation Tool
Houde, AER, 2012

The Hotelling model
I Consumers have an “ideal” point (or address) to purchase gasoline,

and tradeoff the transportation cost and potential price discount of
traveling further.

I Implication: The price effect of mergers is zero for stations located far
from the merging firms (i.e. control group).

Incorporating driving into the model:
I Multiple ideal points: Everything else being equal, consumers are

indifferent between stations located along their driving path.
I Transportation cost: Deviation from commuting path
I Implication: Stations compete with their immediate neighbors, AND

with stations located along common paths.

Empirical application: Québec City market between 1991-2001
I Lots of commuters: Limited public transit and concentrated job

locations
I Vertical merger: Acquisition by Ultramar of Sunnoco stations in 1997.
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Demand Estimation

Demand estimation:
I Structurally estimate the price sensitivity and transportation cost

tradeoff using Berry et al. (1995) framework
I Exogenous variation: Progressive exit of small-scale stations due to

technology change (≈ 30%)
I Controlling for location fixed-effects, changes in the number of local

competitors (non-linearly) identifies the travel cost.

Key results:
I Ignoring commuting patterns severely biased travel cost estimates
I Why? High demand stations are located at the intersection of major

commuting paths, far from where people live (home address)
I Despite large travel costs, the model with commuting implies low

market-power due to the connectivity of the road network
I Average profit margins are estimated to be 8%

Implications for merger analysis:
I Standard control group definition produces a downward bias estimate

of the merger effect. Why?
I Distant competitors sharing common commuters are substitute.
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Merger effect: Reduced-form vs Model simulation
Retrospective analysis:

I Diff-in-Diff regression:

pjt = µj + τt + λ1Dj × Tt × 1(j ∈ Ultramar)

+λ2Dj × Tt × 1(j /∈ Ultramar) + ujt

I λ1 measures the net effect of the merger on stations operated by
Ultramar (vertical chain)

I λ2 measures the net effect of the merger on competing chains

Merger simulation:
I Assumption: Ultramar sets prices at all of its stations (i.e. resale-price

maintenance).
I With the demand estimate, we can infer the marginal-cost of each

stations before the merger:

mcjt = pjt − Σ−1
jt sjt

where Σjt = ∆jt ·Θbefore
t .

I We can then solve the post-merger equilibrium prices by using a new
conduct matrix: Θafter

t .
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Validation Results

Key results:

I The “direct” effect of
the merger on
Ultramar stations is
large and very
localized.

I The “indirect” effect
is very small

I The reduced-form
approach leads to
small under-estimate
of the direct effect
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Market Power in Price Negotiation Markets
Allen, Clark and Houde, AER, 2014

Retrospective merger analysis is often useful when we know very little
about the possible conduct models.

Example: What is the effect of competition in markets with search
frictions?

I Theoretical search models have ambiguous predictions
I Standard models are not directly applicable to settings in which search

frictions arise due to negotiation costs

Context: The Canadian mortgage market
I Homogenous contracts fully insured by the Government
I Prices are negotiated with local branch officers
I Price dispersion: (i) 25% pay a common posted-rate, (ii) average

discount is 75% basis-points, and (iii) residual dispersion accounts for
about 60% of the variance of negotiated rate spreads.

Conduct change: Merger between one of the largest bank, and a
large trust company.
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Reduced-form effect of the merger

Assumption: The choice-set of consumers is defined by the number
of lenders located with 5 KM of the new home.
Implications:

I Treatment group: Neighborhoods with both lenders before the merger
experienced a reduction in competition.

I Control group: Neighborhoods with one or none of the lenders faced
the same level of competition before/after.

This lead to a natural diff-in-diff regression:

ri = µnbh(i) + τweek(i) + λDi × Ti + ui

where i indexes a contract, µ and τ are neighborhood and week
fixed-effects, and Di × Ti = 1 in treated neighborhoods after the
merger.
Two issues:

I Treated neighborhoods are more competitive than control groups (at
least two)

I If price discrimination is present, the effect should be heterogeneous
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Average Treatment Effects

Sample: Neighborhoods
with intermediate levels of
competition (i.e. 5-8
lenders)

Results: Eliminating one
potential lender,

I Increases the
probability of
receiving no discounts
by 5%

I Reduces the average
discount by 7 bps.
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What is the effect of the merger on the distribution of
negotiated prices?

Athey and Imbens (2002): Non-linear diff-in-diff
I Goal: Measure the effect of the merger along every percentiles of the

residual rate distribution.

How does it work?
I The counter-factual price distribution in treated markets can be

recovered from three known distributions:

F c
1,1(p) = F1,0

(
F−1

0,0 (F0,1(p))
)

where Fg ,t(p) is the CDF in group g ∈ (0, 1) in period t ∈ (0, 1).
I Intuitively, this equation predicts the quantile change that would have

been observed in treated markets by observing the quantile change in
the control markets.

I This allows us to measure the merger effect at every percentiles ui :

α(ui ) = F−1
1,1 (ui )− F c

1,1(ui )
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What is the effect of the merger on the distribution of
negotiated prices?

Good negotiators: Strong
effects at the bottom.

Poor negotiators: Zero
effects at the top.

An increase in competition
leads to an increase in
price dispersion

I Competitive price
discrimination.
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Conclusion

Reduced-form vs structural approach:
I RF can be very useful to test specific conduct assumptions, without

relying on functional forms or model assumptions.
I However, it does not fully answer our original question

F Aggregate effects of merger are not identified (only difference)
F Some conduct models are indistinguishable: Mergers in competitive

and collusive industries have zero effects.

What’s next?
I We still have incomplete tools to identify firm conduct in differentiated

product markets
I Some market structures are understudied: search markets,

business-to-business markets, two-sided markets, asymmetric
information, etc.

I Need more applications!
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